Stand-alone outpatient centers continue to get more referrals, thus adding the need for more sonographers.
The number of student slots in some programs is limited. Many potential students choose to enter another field if denied admission rather than wait for possible acceptance at a future date.
The demands for lab accreditation has limited the number of sonographers available in some locations; because it was not mandatory in the past, many "seasoned" sonographers never took their registry exams. Unless they are willing to get registered within a short time span, they are ineligible for those jobs. I understand that graduates of some non-accredited programs do not meet ARDMS eligibility requirements. They must work full-time for up to 4 years following graduation to become eligible. Their unregistered status disqualifies them from working at an accredited site.
Connie Perko, BS, RT (RN), RDMS
Winter Park, Florida
SELF-EMPLOYED SONOGRAPHERS' RESPONSES
I think the shortage is caused by low education standards. I hear all the time that if a BS degree were required, the shortage would be even greater. I beg to differ. I scanned a registered OB sonographer this week who didn't know what a choroid plexus cyst was or what the "nose signs" were for T-21. This sonographer was led to believe that her training and subsequent registry was all she needed to succeed in OB ultrasound. I tried to be reassuring as I went through the brain anatomy and showed her the fetal anatomy I check routinely, but I could tell she was reassessing her role as a sonographer and was just one "wrong" fetal demise call from calling it quits. She had been duped into believing her junior college schooling was sufficient.
In my opinion, sonography isn't junior college work: it is serious BS (or greater) work that requires a dedication to excellence and a wellrounded course of study, not some "tecknickel" course that produces folks that think they are fully trained. I feel that these programs fool the students into thinking that they can learn how to deliver a standard of care that is not achievable in short courses, and I believe time is proving me right. Why else would a profession with so much intrigue and sheer fun have trouble filling spots? The reason is that this ain't air conditioning repair school. In a few months, those physicians who ordered scans are going to have a baby in their hands, and you are going to be found out. If you think you're done reading when you're done schooling, you're fooling yourself. The junior college system has failed sonography because sonography demands more, not less, education. Most 4-year program instructors agree with my feeling that a limited study takes more education, not less. Doing a limited study requires the knowledge of a complete study and the comprehension to decide when limited studies are appropriate.
What creative ideas or steps can meet the demand? Well, the idea of longer schooling doesn't seem novel to me, but it would help get rid of the quickie types that think the step up from barium enemas is sonography.
I also believe that the creative path to meet this demand is not a new path, but one that has been followed by other allied health professions. I'm referring to the CRNAs, PTs, and the up-and-coming CSAs (whom I think have passed us by with much less lobbying and funding to change legislation). The path I am referring to is licensure. The ARDMS leadership has held us up too long by crying that restraint of trade issues guide licensure. This is similar to the argument the SDMS used to use-that being a 501(c)3 organization prohibited us from being political. They were wrong then, just as they were wrong about the junior college pathway. I am compiling data about what a national licensure law should be and what it can't be. It is clear that with the level of expertise needed to perform sonography studies today, quality education is essential. Reasonable restraint of trade for the good of the public is well established in the federal systems already; hence, we do not have to blaze a new path for sonographers. Instead, we should learn from and follow what others have already successfully done. What is sad is that this all could have happened so long ago. Now our profession is threatened on numerous sides. Nevertheless, I believe we will prevail. I see a future filled with licensure and self-billing sonographers carrying around a laptop with a crystal hanging off the side, while contributing to the enhancement of patient care.
Another creative way to meet the demand for sonographers is to decrease the nonultrasound aspects of our work. In my practice, I scan in two rooms. When I come into the room, the patient is already prepped, history is taken, and I commence to scan. I don't change the sheets or ask the patient to lie down while I type in their name. It's already done when I show up. Meanwhile, in the other room, a patient is already being set up for me to scan. Nothing is more important than the scanning time sonographers have with their patients. You should be scanning-all else can be delegated. Loading the PACS is minimum wage stuff; entering the data is data entry work, not sonography. Knowing the difference is the key to a successful practice.
Sonography is not a low-stress occupation, so compensation and time off has to increase. You can't do a good job and expect to act refreshed when facing a full load of patients if you just pulled call all night. We have to develop a code of ethics that includes limits on the number of scans or hours per day, just as pilots and truck drivers have a legal number of hours they can fly or drive. In my practice, we close shop for vacation. My patients may not realize it, but I know I have to be in the best physical and mental state to provide the best service I can.
Our field is greatly lacking with respect to many ethical issues, and if they aren't addressed soon, these issues will come back and bite us. Everyone realizes that being overworked and overstressed is detrimental to the patient, but no one seems to do anything about it.
Mark Lawson, RDMS Lubbock, Texas
One reason there is a sonographer shortage is that the amount of education necessary to become a sonographer has become lengthier and harder. Soon, it will take longer to become a sonographer than it will to become a registered nurse.
Many accredited sonography programs are unable to take students when they are ready and eager to learn. I know students who have gone on to other careers after waiting two years just to get into a sonography program. I know of teaching institutions that have hundreds of applications every year and accept only a few. I know of programs that have many students who have fulfilled their prerequisites but are stuck on a two-to three-year-long waiting list just to start the sonography portion of their program.
The growing reluctance of registered sonographers to take in students exists because their excessive patient loads and other responsibilities are too stressful to even consider assuming the extra burdens of student teaching and supervision.
To meet the demands for more sonographers, we should consider encouraging more schools to offer education. Perhaps developing schools with different levels of sonographer education (e.g., beginning, intermediate, and advanced) would help. Such a program could be set up to take 1 year for beginning sonography, two years for intermediate sonography, and 4 years for advanced sonography education. If high school graduates were permitted to enter school for basic education in anatomy, physiology, physics, medical terminology, and communications skills, then 1 year of education (including hands-on education) plus 1 year of actual scanning would qualify them to take a "beginning sonography" registry exam. The next step up would be intermediate schooling, training and testing, and then the same would be done for advanced sonography education. Clearly, we need more qualified teaching facilities and more qualified teachers before we can produce a competent sonographer workforce sufficient to wipe out today's shortage.
Gretchen Lee Blume, RDMS, RDCS, PS Wasilla, Alaska

COMMERCIALLY BASED SONOGRAPHERS' RESPONSES
I think the shortage problem stems from two facts: economics and licensure, both of which contribute to each other.
What are the financial incentives to opening more accredited sonography programs? The cur-
